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Your life is the canvas. You are the artist. Paint a more fulfilling life for yourself using Harold Klemp's proven techniques in The Art
of Spiritual Dreaming. Your dreams are the secret to creating a masterpiece. Learning to see and use the wisdom you receive
from your dreams is an art. The great French Renaissance thinker Montaigne wrote, "Dreams are faithful interpreters of our
inclinations; but there is art required to sort and understand them." Throughout the ages, dreams were held in high esteem.
Prophets like Moses and dream interpreters like Joseph held the fate of nations in their hands. Solomon is supposed to have said
that there is no new thing under the sun. Harold Klemp shows us there is something beyond the sun. He places the spiritual dream
in its rightful place at the center of the whole subject of dreams. He shows you how to discover your dream's spiritual gold. Your
dreams are real. Learn how dreams can help you gain insights from the past and future, grow in confidence, heal yourself
spiritually, make decisions about your career and finances. Do this from a unique point of view: recognize the spiritual nature of
your dreams. Create your masterpiece!
An ancient yet uniquely interesting way to find out more about yourself. This book shows how you can govern your everyday life by
knowing what can take place in the future.
ECKANKAR Ancient Wisdom for Today is an intriguing book that reveals how ancient mysteries of past lives, dreams, and Soul
Travel lead to spiritual freedom and truth today.
The SHARIYAT-KI-HURAY, meaning Way of the Eternal, is the most holy of books and is the Bible of those who practice
VARDANKAR, the Ancient Science of Out-of-Body Tuza (Soul) Travel. While the name of the path and Masters change, it has
always been the most direct path back to the Godhead.This book is one of several volumes translated from the VARDAN Golden
Wisdom Temples where one can study with the Spiritual Travelers and Guardians of these magnificent Temples located
throughout the Physical, Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric, Soul Plane and on every plane throughout the high Pure Positive God
Worlds of VARDAN! (Spirit) This is often done during the Dream state. All teachings, whether Religions, Philosophies or
Metaphysical systems are the offshoots of the VARDAN teachings which is the Ancient Science of Total Awareness and Tuza
(Soul) Travel. Every question ever asked by man is answered in these Volumes. As time permits Volumes 3 and 4 will be released
followed closely by 5 and 6. To read the SHARIYAT-KI-HURAY is to have access to the secret God knowledge. Only those with
the ears to hear and the eyes to see will understand that what is contained in these great books is the pure truth and wisdom of
God and how Soul, our true eternal God-Self, may find its way back to its source and take its rightful place as a conscious coworker with the HURAY (God) in the mighty Ocean of Love and Mercy where IT dwells beyond all matter, energy, time and space
and beyond the field of opposites, good and evil, mountains and valleys. This can and is accomplished during one's lifetime on
Earth rather then is an empty promise of some future event happening after the death of the body. We truly learn to die daily
during our Spiritual Exercises and learn that death is simply Soul leaving the physical body and that one can safely return to the
body and leave at will once they learn how and are under the protection of a true Spiritual Traveler.
Do you relish life? Is it an adventure of discovery, joy, and satisfaction? It can be! Harold Klemp confronts a world of limitations
and offers startling possibilities. His wisdom and heart-opening stories of everyday people having extraordinary experiences tell of
a secret truth at work in your life--there is divine purpose and meaning to every experience you have. Every single moment of your
life is the handiwork of a higher cause. And you can know what it is. Hint: God's love is the key, and spiritual freedom is the goal. If
you want true freedom from the limitations upon your heart, mind, and spirit, here's a chance to earn it. Be open to the inner voice
of Soul--your true self--as you explore the revelations given within these pages. Pay attention to your dreams. Invite the wonder of
the great unknown into your being. Are you ready to accept the freedom of a new state of consciousness? Then nothing can hold
you back. Spiritual freedom can be yours! Eckankar is a modern-day spiritual teaching with ancient roots founded in 1965 by Paul
Twitchell. Harold Klemp is the current spiritual leader of Eckankar since 1981.

Nearing Hungry Horse By: Carol Woster Bodil Strand returns home to Hungry Horse, Montana. The land has a rich
history of miners and outlaws, artists and religious communities, proud people living in a beautiful and dangerous land.
But Bodil finds the town is slowly being crushed by the vicious practices of the local social worker, Walter Schultz, who
breaks apart families and creates a ruthless cycle of poverty and dependence. As a reporter for the local paper, Bodil
also acts as confessor for the townspeople’s secrets, hopes, and fears. There’s Tarra and Morgan, whose marriage is
crumbling under financial strain; Rudy, a struggling veteran; Jane, depressed and in love with Rudy; Pastor Kiefer, too
proud to provide for his disillusioned flock; and Owen Wells and his wife, whose grandchildren were taken away by the
state on false abuse charges. Bodil tries to write the truth in her articles, to capture the spirit of her beaten and broken
neighbors as they try to live lives of freedom and hope. Epic in scope and intimate in scale, Nearing Hungry Horse
reflects on the peril of supposed progress in a wild land.
Settle into your favorite chair, and immerse yourself in a new consciousness of love. It's an adventure the likes of which
you've never experienced before. A life-enhancing, life-changing adventure of love. A love story in its highest form.
Stranger by the River helps you navigate the river of life in the tradition of other classics such as Kahlil Gibran's The
Prophet, William Blake's mystical poetry, and the Bible's Song of Solomon. Begin to experience a new consciousness
when you see yourself from the perspective of Soul, a divine spark of God. Learn to recognize God's love through your
relationships with your spouse or lover, your friends, and your family. You'll thrill to the revelations each new chapter
brings. The gentle wisdom revealed in the thirty-four spiritual dialogues between the great ECK Adept Rebazar Tarzs and
the Seeker comes alive like a fire in your own heart. The beautiful rhythm of Stranger by the River will lift you into a
higher understanding of God. You'll delve deeply into the mysteries of love, freedom, death, and your purpose in life. This
powerful book will help you discover a life of love. It will forever change your awareness of yourself--as immortal Soul.
There exist wonderful truths--spiritual laws that nourish us, one and all. Laws of wisdom, freedom, and charity, or divine
love. How can we shape our lives and destiny to live in harmony with them? As awakened captains of our destiny, we
can meet today's challenges in a more relaxed and happy way. The spiritual laws of life give us the many resources to
make the very best decision at any one moment. Read Harold Klemp's groundbreaking book. Watch a new vista of
understanding open for you. You've not seen the likes of it. Learn how to keep in tune with your true spiritual nature.
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Suddenly you're living a full, exciting life of greater love, energy, and wonder. Do you wish to open a door to the hidden
spiritual truths that uplift us all? Then come along. Open these pages and enjoy the adventure! Eckankar is a modern-day
spiritual teaching with ancient roots founded in 1965 by Paul Twitchell. Harold Klemp is the current spiritual leader of
Eckankar since 1981.
A woman who hasn't been in the job market for eleven years decides to go back to work. Day after day for over a year,
she braves interview after interview. Rejection after rejection. Slowly, she becomes discouraged and stops calling
employers, afraid of one more rejection. Then she has a dream. Through that dream, the Inner Master, the Mahanta,
helps her find the motivation to make one more call. It miraculously leads to just the right job for her. But there's still the
interview to go through, and she's very nervous. Sitting in the parking lot, she suddenly senses the Inner Master saying,
"Don't worry. Don't hang on too tightly. You've got to let go of your fears." She calms down and begins feeling like a child
who expects only good from life. She walks into the office, has the interview, and is hired. How the Inner Master Works
highlights classic talks by Sri Harold Klemp from 1992 to 1993 offering stories, poignant insights, and dozens of
techniques to help you overcome the stumbling blocks in your life.
Would you like to have personal experience with spiritual masters that people all over the world--since the beginning of
time--have looked to for guidance, protection, and divine love? Are you tired of feeling you're going it alone, yet want to
retain the freedom to make choices and determine your own values? Are you curious why some people seem certain that
God personally intervenes in their lives? Would you like to be one of them? Then this book speaks to you. Inside are true
stories that will amaze you and at the same time may strike a familiar chord in your heart. You may be one of the
countless people who have been touched by a meeting with an ECK Master, or you may simply know deep inside that
you are indeed special to God. These spiritual Masters of yesterday, today, and tomorrow want to share with you what
they have achieved--the fulfillment of a spiritual destiny. The ECK Masters are Co-workers with God who can help you
make the most of every decisions you will ever face, meet your daily challenges on higher ground, and experience the
boundlessness of God's love. Would you like to meet one? Look inside. the experience of a lifetime awaits you.
Stranger by the River: An ECK Coloring Book can help you navigate the river of life. Each new scene delivers a spiritual
experience as you bring it to life with color. The gentle wisdom revealed in the dialogue between the great ECK Adept
Rebazar Tarzs and the seeker fans the flames of divine love in your heart. See more clearly how God's love comes to
you through your relationships with others and all life around you. Contemplate on the passages that accompany each
drawing. Let your inner promptings guide your journey with color, texture, and spiritual insights. Understanding may
spring from the Light and Sound of God, the very source that Paul Twitchell drew upon as he wrote his inspired book.
This coloring book with 34 unique line drawings illustrates poetic language from a spiritual classic by Paul Twitchell. It
encourages reflection and calming creative expresson.
You are about to enter strange new worlds . . . "If you read this book with an open mind you will never be the same
again. I can guarantee this for you." --Paul Twitchell Within these pages, you'll join Paul Twitchell on his remarkable
journey outside of space and time. He openly shares with you how to duplicate his adventure through your own spiritual
awakening. If you're seeking to explore the deepest realms of self and God, you'll be enthralled. Experience the
expanded state of consciousness called Soul Travel. The Tiger's Fang is Paul Twitchell's account of his incredible
journey to other planes of existence where he finds himself in the company of Rebazar Tarzs, the great Tibetan ECK
Master, ancient advocate of the ECK teachings. "Whether The Tiger's Fang is a record of an actual spiritual journey or
the vivid impression of a vision that has been granted to few mortal men, must remain a matter for the individual reader to
judge. Whatever The Tiger's Fang may be, it is certain that the book is a most remarkable work, a volume that has few
peers in its array of challenging concepts, provocative thoughts, and inspirational wisdom." --Brad Steiger from the
Foreword
"Compact, clearly printed, and a delight to use. A sine qua non for the reference collections of public, academic, and
theological libraries". -- American Reference Books Annual
Would you like to enjoy greater self-confidence? Dream consciously? Solve problems from the inside out? The Spiritual
Exercises of ECK are your doorway to the limitless powers of Divine Spirit. Your life is a laboratory for the creativity of
Soul. Each one of the 131 exercises offered here is an opportunity to meet the challenges of life with a greater
mastership, more wisdom, deeper love. You will discover exercises to: * Solve problems * Master your fate * Achieve selfdiscipline * Meet with the Inner Master * Dream consciously * Protect yourself spiritually * Achieve balance and harmony
* Soul Travel into the splendorous worlds of God These exercises are simple and straightforward. You can expect
gradual changes in your outlook on life over a period of weeks or months. Want to get started? Try "The Golden Cup"
technique to remember your dreams, or "The Mountain of Light" exercise for spiritual protection. "Golden Musical Notes"
can bring you an experience with the melody of God, and "A Gateway to Soul Travel" can strengthen your inner vision.
Every single day, you can contact the Light and Sound of God for guidance and upliftment through the Spiritual Exercises
of ECK. Eckankar is a modern-day spiritual teaching with ancient roots founded in 1965 by Paul Twitchell. Harold Klemp
is the current spiritual leader of Eckankar since 1981.
The author discusses the teachings of Eckankar, the search for spiritual knowledge, and guidelines for leading a spiritual
life
It's 1970. A dark Wisconsin night. A once-shy farm boy, now in his twenties, stands on a bridge over a river. He's left the farm,
studied for the clergy, and done a stint in the air force. He's a proofreader now. He's seen faraway places, but tonight he's in
Wisconsin overlooking the dark water. He's about to see the face of God, to become a God-Realized man. From this momentous
turning point, Harold Klemp's life would never be the same. His incredible experience that night was simply a prelude to a time of
testing, humbling, cleansing, yet blessed experience with the Light and Sound of God. He would emerge as the spiritual leader
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and modern-day prophet of Eckankar. This is his spiritual autobiography. "This book," he says, "is about God-Realization and the
myths that surround the highest state of spiritual realization known to mankind. The first and greatest illusion is that once GodRealization is attained, the battle for higher consciousness is forever won. This oversimplifies things. . . . "The hard part came after
God-Realization. Now I had to return to the problems of life and confront them. The specter of God's haunting love was always
with me. . . . It carried me beyond the pleasant cooing of belief and faith, thrusting me into a brilliant world of light shorn of all
illusion." If a shy Wisconsin farm boy can master his spiritual destiny, why can't we? According to Gallup, 82% of those polled in
America alone want to experience spiritual growth. Believe it or not, it is your destiny to discover your godlike nature, your spiritual
greatness. "Tucked away in the hidden places of this book are clues as to how you too may reach the glories of God," says Klemp.
"Now come with me on my journey."
The groundbreaking study of the new religion, Eckankar and its founder Paul Twitchell. Written forty years ago by a then a young
college student, The Making of A Spiritual Movement showed for the first time how the founder of Eckankar had attempted to hide
his past and create a new biography replete with mythic characters such as Sudar Singh and Rebazar Tarzs. Paul Twitchell was
also a plagiarist of the first rank and copied verbatim whole pages from the work of Julian P. Johnson and others. Many Eckists
who read this book in its earlier editions chose to leave the movement and became harsh critics of Eckankar's persistent cover-up
of its founder and his questionable activities. The Making of a Spiritual Movement caused such a tremendous uproar within the
membership of the group that Eckankar issued a "Special Notice to All Eck Chelas," dated December 27, 1979, attempting to
squelch the persisting controversy surrounding Lane's ?ndings. The following excerpt reveals in a nutshell Eckankar's of?cial
opinion of this book and its ?ndings: "It does not tell the straight story. . . was not completely researched and is untrue. These
people [David Lane, Mark Albrecht, et al.] are being used by the Kal [Negative] forces to dismantle Eckankar and are referred to by
Sri Paul Twitchell in a private tape he made. . . shortly before he translated. Paul said: . . '[These] pagans and heathens are in a
conspiracy to destroy Eckankar, not only in the physical but in the psychic worlds. . . those who are bracketed within the category
of these people are actually against us. They have been-since the beginning of mankind or the formation of the lower worlds. All
these people are under the Kal forces. . Sn' Darwin [Second Living Eck Master] asks that [Lane's research as found in the 1979
SCP Joumal] be destroyed. . . ." Obviously, Eckankar does not agree with Lane's ?ndings. However, as Dr. J. Gordon Melton
notes, "The evidence that David Lane uncovered of Twitchell's creating a false history of his rise to leadership of Eckankar
indicates extensive corruption. That the leadership has done nothing to correct Twitchell's false claims, yea, have perpetuated
them, indicates a significant problem at the heart of that organization." This particular edition is based primarily on the 1978, 1983,
and 1993 versions and thus reflects what was then known about Eckankar and its history. Excerpt from the prefatory section, "A
number of researchers have discovered that Paul Twitchell's plagiarism was much more extensive and widespread than I even
first imagined since it turns out that he had appropriated complete sentences and paragraphs from a variety of books outside of
Radhasoami and Sant Mat circles. In light of the Internet and sophisticated scanning applications, it is now possible to track down
most of Twitchell's sources word by word. Twitchell wrote at a time when he most likely did suspect that his massive plagiarisms
would be discovered, but today it is relatively easy to see where the founder of Eckankar got his inspirations and where he
indulged in literary piracy. Moreover, Twitchell's attempt to hide his past has come undone, with new documents and information
showing that he never traveled to Europe or Paris at the times he claimed. Despite Twitchell's duplicity there are many who feel
that he was a "master compiler" and a spiritual "smash up" artist before his time. As for myself, I find Paul Twitchell to be one of
the most interesting religious leaders to have emerged from the 1960s.
"Eckankar is a religion for the individual--what many of us hoped religion would be. Its purpose is to help individuals find their own
way back to God through direct personal experiences." ECKANKAR--Ancient Wisdom for Today offers a compelling introduction to
the ancient teachings of Eckankar. This book explores spiritual experiences to connect with people of all backgrounds. It contains
surprising gems for those who consider themselves to be spiritual but not religious. If you yearn for spiritual freedom and truth, this
book presents easy-to-apply steps toward your goals. It shares vivid examples from Harold Klemp, the spiritual leader of
Eckankar, showing how to live a truly spiritual life in a material world. The book presents a range of concepts popular in modern
culture--karma, reincarnation, seeing an inner light, prophecy, near-death and out-of-body experiences. Eckankar shows how
these spiritual experiences are relevant to everyday life. Past lives, dreams, and Soul Travel are more than intriguing ancient
mysteries. They are the natural activity of Soul. Soul is the True Self, the inner, most sacred part of each person. With a prove-it-toyourself message to seekers, this book shows how Eckankar is a living religion. Real learning comes from your own experiences.
ECKANKAR--Ancient Wisdom for Today is refreshing, bold, and a timeless guide for today's spiritual adventurers!
The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad means Way of the Eternal. These writings are the scriptures of Eckankar, Religion of the Light and
Sound of God. Though they're possibly the oldest teachings known on earth, they speak to you directly--today. They come alive in
your heart. Through The Shariyat-Ki-Sugmad you will discover an answer to every human question ever yet, or to be, devised. Its
pages tell what life really consists of and how to live it. Eckankar is ancient wisdom for today. Its teachings, which resurfaced in
1965, emphasize the value of personal experiences as the most natural way back to God. Whatever your religious background,
they show how to look and listen within yourself--to expand your consciousness and enjoy spiritual connectedness. See for
yourself--perhaps for the first time--how to lead a happy, balanced, and productive life. And put daily concerns into loving
perspective.
Who am I? Why am I here? We ask ourselves these questions all the time. The answers determine our purpose in life, often our
very survival. Here - for the very first time ever - are thirty-five golden keys to help you unlock the answers to these questions for
yourself.
This book contains a series of unique articles on shabd yoga, with a particular emphasis on how to meditate by listening to an
inner sound current.
The SHARIYAT-KI-HURAY, meaning Way of the Eternal, is the most holy of books and is the Bible of those who practice
VARDANKAR, the Ancient Science of Out-of-Body Tuza (Soul) Travel.While the name of the path and Masters change, it has
always been the most direct path back to the Godhead.This book is one of several volumes translated from the VARDAN Golden
Wisdom Temples where one can study with the Spiritual Travelers and Guardians of these magnificent Temples located
throughout the Physical, Astral, Causal, Mental, Etheric, Soul Plane and on every plane throughout the high Pure Positive God
Worlds of VARDAN! (Spirit) This is often done during the Dream state.All teachings, whether Religions, Philosophies or
Metaphysical systems are the offshoots of the VARDAN teachings which is the Ancient Science of Total Awareness and Tuza
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(Soul) Travel. Every question ever asked by man is answered in these Volumes.As time permits Volumes 3 and 4 will be released
followed closely by 5 and 6. To read the SHARIYAT-KI-HURAY is to have access to the secret God knowledge.Only those with the
ears to hear and the eyes to see will understand that what is contained in these great books is the pure truth and wisdom of God
and how Soul, our true eternal God-Self, may find its way back to its source and take its rightful place as a conscious co-worker
with the HURAY (God) in the mighty Ocean of Love and Mercy where IT dwells beyond all matter, energy, time and space and
beyond the field of opposites, good and evil, mountains and valleys. This can and is accomplished during one's lifetime on Earth
rather then is an empty promise of some future event happening after the death of the body.We truly learn to die daily during our
Spiritual Exercises and learn that death is simply Soul leaving the physical body and that one can safely return to the body and
leave at will once they learn how and are under the protection of a true Spiritual Traveler.
The rockets of the twentieth century ushered man into the exciting frontiers of outer space. But what of his inner universe?
Unfortunately, it remains a black hole of mystery and speculation. The lightning-fast pace of today leaves us with little time to ask:
What on earth am I doing here? Our search for love, wisdom, and freedom has so far been mostly in vain. Then our eyes catch
sight of the enchanting words Soul Travel! Dare we hope? Soul Travel is the means the great saints have always used to find the
secret kingdom of God while still in their physical bodies. Today, the worlds of God again beckon the restless and weary traveler.
All he needs for this journey is a road map and a willing heart. ECKANKAR--The Key to Secret Worlds is the map, but the reader
must bring his willingness and curiosity. All aboard for the Astral, Causal, Mental, and Soul Planes. The flight is now boarding.
Welcome!
What do you seek? Whatever it is, you have your own name for it--truth, peace, love, happiness, freedom--but something inside
you holds to a hope that there is an answer to life's endless twists and turns. Somewhere there is divine sense, a purpose. You
just want to know what it is. You have found The Call of Soul. You may be surprised to discover some of your innermost thoughts
reflected in these pages. Come along as Harold Klemp takes you on an amazing journey into a world you may dare to dream
of--the infinite world of God's love for you. More, he tells how this love translates into every event, relationship, and moment of
your life. Do you wonder: * why do bad things happen to good people? * what happens after death? * is there one truth for
everyone? Learn the secrets of HU, an ancient, sacred name for God, and open your heart to the answers within you. Where else
would God place something so precious? This book includes a CD that gives dream and Soul Travel techniques, as well as a
twenty-minute track of thousands of people singing HU. Whether you sing along with it, or just listen, it can elevate your
consciousness instantly. In this book, you'll discover the spiritual path of Eckankar--a companion and road map for people all over
the world on their journey home to God. Spiritual exercises, dream techniques, Soul Travel explorations--all open wide the door to
the most secret part of yourself. You are Soul, a Light of God. Read on--the key to spiritual freedom is in your hands!
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